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### Program

```python
function f(a) {
    var b = a > 0 ? 1 : 2;
    return a + b;
}
```

```python
var n = 100;
var result = 0;
var a = user_input();
function loop() {
    while (n > 1) {
        result += f(a);
        n -= 1;
    }
}
loop();
a = 10;
loop();
a = 18;
loop();
```
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### Execution Trace

```python
loop:
LOAD n
LOAD_CONST 1
CMP_GREATER
GUARD_TRUE
LOAD a
LOAD_CONST 0
CMP_GREATER
GUARD_TRUE
LOAD result
ADD_INT
LOAD n
DEC
JUMP loop
```
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### Initial Analysis

- Function `f(a)`
- Variable `b` and `c`
- Constant `1` and `2`
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### Run-time Analysis

1. Analysis Launch Point?
2. Extent of Scope?
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### Future Work

1. Analysis Launch Point?
2. Extent of Scope?